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INTRO
ODUCTION: Ov
ver past years, sev
veral methods hav
ve been proposed for quantitative m
mapping of moleccular parameters ddescribing the maggnetization transfe
er
(MT) eeffect within the tw
wo-pool model (b
bound pool fractio
on f, cross-relaxatio
on rate k, and trannsverse relaxation times of the bounnd pool T2B and freee pool T2F) from a
series oof images with vaariable off-resonan
nce saturation [1-4
4]. Resulting param
metric maps are eexpected to providde new biomarkerrs in various neuroological conditions.
Particuularly encouraging results were reporrted for the bound
d pool fraction, wh
hich provides stronng associations witth myelin content in neural tissues [[5,6]. The commo
on
featuree of the above metthods is the need for
f complementary
y T1 mapping, wh
hich allows decouppling of the two-ppool model parameeters from the longgitudinal relaxatio
on
rate R11=1/T1. One of su
uch methods, crosss-relaxation imagiing (CRI) [4] allows 3D acquisitionn with excellent sppeed and resolutioon based on combination of a limite
ed
numberr of MT-weighted
d images and variab
ble flip angle (VFA) T1 maps obtain
ned using a fast sppoiled gradient-echho (SPGR) sequennce. However, reccent studies showe
ed
that the on-resonance MT
M effect may caause a significant bias in the stead
dy-state MR signaal [7,8], if the moodel does not acccount for bi-exponnential behavior of
o
o
due to MT.
M
This bias un
navoidably introdu
uces errors in VFA
A R1 measuremennts [8], which mayy propagate into tthe two-pool mode
el
longituudinal relaxation occurring
parameeters measured by CRI. In this stud
dy, we theoretically
y and experimentaally characterize ssystematic errors inn CRI caused by M
MT-related bias inn VFA R1 mappin
ng
and proopose a modified processing
p
algorith
hm, which correctss for such errors an
nd yields accurate quantitative MT pparametric maps.
Original
Modified
THEO
ORY: In the standaard CRI approach, reconstruction off parametric maps is
i performed in tw
wo steps [4]. Durinng the first step, R
R1
R
R1
and prooton density (PD) maps are calculatted from VFA dataa by fitting the Ern
nst equation. Thiss approach ignorees coupling betweeen
R1 andd the rest of two-po
ool model parameters. During the second
s
step, the matrix
m
model of pullsed MT [4] is fittted to MT-weighteed
data, w
while R1 is supplieed as an external parameter. Prior to fit, MT data are normalized to tthe signal intensitty obtained withouut
saturatiion to exclude PD
D. Depending on th
he sampling schem
me and constraintss imposed on certaain two-pool modeel parameters, eitheer
all fourr parameters (f, k,, T2B, T2F) or theirr subsets can be fitted
f
[4,5,9]. As an alternative to this approach, wee modified the CR
RI
model to simultaneously
y perform global fit of VFA and MT
M data, which yields
y
all parameteers (PD, R1, f, k, T2B, T2F) with fuull
f
consideeration of coupling
g between them. Theoretically,
T
MR
R-related errors in R1
R measured by thhe VFA method caan be caused by thhe
two meechanisms unaccou
unted within the standard single-poo
ol signal model. These
T
are on-resonnance saturation off the bound pool bby
the exccitation pulse and bi-exponential reelaxation during TR,
T where a contriibution of the fastt-relaxing componnent becomes morre
significcant at short TR. To estimate relatiive roles of these factors,
f
the modell was further modiified to include ann additional term tto
accounnt for the effect of excitation pulse on
n semisolid pool [7
7] calculated by Bloch equation sim
mulations.
METH
HODS: Volunteeer data were obtained on a 3.0T GE MR750 (W
Waukesha, WI) scaanner. To correct for B1 and B
B0
k
inhomoogeneity, flip anglle (B1) and field (B0)
(
maps were measured
m
by optim
mized AFI methodd [10] and IDEAL
L [11], respectivelyy.
3D VF
FA data were acqu
uired with FAs α=
=[5,10,20,30]˚. Ten
T MT SPGR daatasets were acquiired (α=10˚, Δ =00.8, 2.5,5,9,13 kHz,
αMT=[5500,1100]˚, 18ms Fermi
F
pulse). Ad
dditional dataset without
w
saturation was
w acquired at offfset frequency 2000kHz to normalizze
MT daata for the originall CRI approach. All
A data were acqu
uired with TR/TE=
=40/2.0ms, 240×1180×80mm FOV, 128×96×40 matrixx.
The staandard CRI processsing workflow was
w implemented according
a
to [4,9]. In modified CRI,, all parametric m
maps were generateed
by fittinng the SPGR and MT data simultan
neously to the geneeral signal equation
n based on the twoo-pool matrix steaady-state MT model
T
T2b
[2,4] uusing in-house-wriitten C and MATL
LAB (MathWorkss, Natick, MA) so
oftware utilizing a trust-region-refleective algorithm foor
nonlineear least squares fiitting of each voxeel.
RESUL
LTS: Synthetic MT and SPGR data
d
for white maatter (WM) and gray
g
matter (GM) ROIs were geneerated based on thhe
parameeters given in [9]. Table 1 shows that on-resonance MT effect introdu
uces significant biias to all quantitattive MT parameterrs
B
except T2 when estimateed with original CRI method. The dominant cause of errors
e
was found tto originate from eeffective shorteninng
of T1 iin the two-pool sysstem due to bi-exp
ponential relaxation, whereas saturattion of the bound ppool by the excitattion pulse produceed
T
T2f
an alm
most negligible effeect (~1%). Qualitaative (Table 2) and
d quantitative in vivo
v
comparisons ((Fig. 1) of originall and modified CR
RI
methodds are consistent with
w simulations an
nd demonstrate com
mpatible effect sizzes in all parameterrs.
DISCU
USSION: We show
wed that errors caaused by unaccoun
nted effect of MT on VFA R1 meassurements result inn significant bias iin
estimattes of CRI param
meters. Generally
y, this bias depen
nds on the values of the two-pool model parameterrs, which makes it
inconsiistent for differen
nt tissues types and
a
in different pathological
p
cond
ditions. Approxiimately, this typee of errors can bbe
charactterized as overestimation of R1, f, an
nd k, and underesttimation of T2F witth a relative effectt size on the orderr of f%. Our resullts
show th
that accuracy of th
he original CRI ap
pproach is noticeably improved with
h the proposed coombined data fit too the modified CR
RI Figure 1. Paarametric MT maps
model, which accounts for MT effects on
o the apparent R1.
R
In brain imaaging, the methodd also corrected V
VFA R1 values bby estimated ussing modified (leftt)
approxximately 15% in WM
W and 6% in GM
M, which agrees weell with the bias predicted by [8]. F
Finally, the modifiied CRI fit does noot and original (right) CRI.
requiree acquisition of norrmalizing
R1
f
k
T2b
T2f
CONC
CLUSIONS: This study demonstratees that separate treeatment of VFA an
nd MT data
in the CRI method cau
uses non-negligib
ble systematic errrors in both R1 and cross- WM
M (Corpus Callosuum) 15.27% 111.24% 13.97% 22.76e-4% -11.49%
%
O modified CRII data processing approach
a
effectiveely corrects
relaxation parameters. Our
GM (Putamen)
8.16% 5..65% 6.49% 22.63e-4% -5.64%
these eerrors and does no
ot require any add
ditional measurem
ments, thus maintaaining timemodel parameters iin original CRI
Table 1. Errors in two-pool MT m
efficienncy of the originall CRI technique.
fit due to unac counted on-resonaance MT effects (ssimulations).
Mod
dified CRI
Original CRI
T2f (ms)
k (s-1)
R1 (s-1)
f (%)
k (s-11)
T2f (ms)
T2b (μs)
T2b (μs)
W
WM (Corpus Callossum) 0.977±0.032 14.00±0.46 2.6
635±0.218 10.31±
±0.32 25.06±2.23 1.104±0.038 16.62±0.78 2.815±00.242 10.15±0.32 21.77±1.95
GM (Putamen)
359±0.094 10.40±
±0.31 33.06±2.89 0.774±0.044 8.112±0.49 1.363±00.098 10.24±0.30 30.95±2.70
0.726±0.039 7.21±0.39 1.3
R1 (s-1)

f (%)

RI parameters usinng modified and orriginal CRI.
Table 2. In vivo measurements of CR
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